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ABSTRACT
Retrieving photography ideas corresponding to a given location
facilitates the usage of smart cameras, where there is a high inter-
est among amateurs and enthusiasts to take astonishing photos
at anytime and in any location. Existing research captures some
aesthetic techniques and retrieves useful feedbacks based on one
technique. However, they are restricted to a particular technique
and the retrieved results have room to improve as they can be
limited to the quality of the query. �ere is a lack of a holistic
framework to capture important aspects of a given scene and give
a novice photographer informative feedback to take a be�er shot in
his/her photography adventure. �is work proposes an intelligent
framework of portrait composition using our deep-learned models
and image retrieval methods. A highly-rated web-crawled portrait
dataset is exploited for retrieval purposes. Our framework detects
and extracts ingredients of a given scene representing as a corre-
lated hierarchical model. It then matches extracted semantics with
the dataset of aesthetically composed photos to investigate a ranked
list of photography ideas, and gradually optimizes the human pose
and other artistic aspects of the composed scene supposed to be cap-
tured. �e conducted user study demonstrates that our approach is
more helpful than the other constructed feedback retrieval systems.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Art still has many ambiguous aspects out of the known sciences,
and the beauty of the art is coming from the virgin novelty by artists.
It is still daunting for a machine to compose an impressive original
song, painting or script. However, high-resolution photography has
been made ubiquitous by recent technologies, such as high-quality
smart camera phones. Also, the aesthetics of the photography
are known as some rules in artistic literature [21, 22, 49] such as
balance, geometry, symmetry, the rule of thirds, framing, and etc.
Digital photography is of great interest among most people using
social networking and photo sharing websites such as Facebook,
Google Photos, Twi�er, Instagram, etc., but ge�ing a striking photo
involves experience and skills, and is o�en not easy.
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Figure 1: Portrait images given various scenes with several
pose ideas for a better composed photo. Images from the
500px website are selected by our framework.

While there are many styles for photography [34, 41, 49] around
the world, selecting proper photography ideas for a given scene
remains a challenging problem, and yet to be fully investigated.
�e major problem with taking a good portrait photo in a given
location is the lack of a local photographer guide conveying us to
capture a good portrait pose. In fact, professional photographers
usually have expertise and creativity in making good positions
intuitively [13, 46, 50]. �rough reading books about photography,
one can get familiar with some common composition rules such as
balancing, framing, the rule of thirds, etc., but it can still be di�cult
to select and apply techniques for making genuine photos, in a way
similar to the gap between reading and writing a novel.

Some basic rules of photography composition inspired from art
books [22, 49, 50] have been used by multimedia and vision re-
searchers as aesthetics features for assessment and evaluation of
the photos [10, 19, 31, 33, 51]. Other approaches manipulate the
taken photo in an online system [3, 4] for auto-composition or re-
composition. �e techniques include smart cropping [37, 42, 43, 47,
48, 54, 56], warping [6, 30], patch re-arrangement [2, 9, 38], cu�ing
and pasting [4, 56], and seam carving [14, 25], but they can barely
help an amateur photographer capture a brilliant photo. More
speci�cally in portrait photography, there are rule-based assess-
ment models [20, 32] using known photography basics to evaluate
portraits, and facial assessment models [26–28, 39, 53] exploiting
facial features including smile, age, gender, and etc. Perhaps on-
site photographic feedback systems [18, 24, 55] can help amateur
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Figure 2: �e �owchart of our portrait composition assistance: Black �ows show the indexing process, red �ows show the
searching process, and green �ows show thematching process. Decomposition step extracts the image semantics and features,
and composition step searches for well-posed images in the dataset based on the semantics and other features.

photographers be�er by retrieving similar-aesthetic images as a
qualitative composition feedback, but their retrieval system is lim-
ited to a speci�c aesthetic feature like perspectiveness [59, 60] or
triangle [16].

In this paper, we focus on an assistant framework that helps
people make a be�er pose for their portrait photo with regard to
their current location. Given a prior shot from the photographer or
the camera view�nder, our portrait composition assistance outputs
some highly-rated prior-composed photos as an assessed feedback.
Figure 1 shows some highly-rated portrait images, many taken by
professionals, collected from the 500px website and selected by our
framework. �ese 20 portraits are captured in various locations and
scenes, and can be divided into categories such as facial, full body,
upper body and couple. Each of them has its own photography
idea(s) such as a woman with hat (1st image) has made a apropos
pose at the heart of the leading lines (fence), or a girl si�ing with
crossed ankles bended legs (4th image) where this pose creates
a nice S-shape. �ese techniques are believed to make portrait
photography more appealing.

Speci�cally, we address aesthetic retrieval and evaluation of the
human poses in portrait photography, and try to improve the quality
of the next shot by providing meaningful and constructive feedback
to an amateur photographer. Figure 2 shows the �owchart of our

approach to assist an amateur photographer in ge�ing a be�er shot.
Based on the �rst shot as a query, some high-ranked well-posed
results are retrieved from our designated dataset using portrait
composition model containing the dataset features, and the results
are illustrated to the photographer to help compose a be�er shot,
and the last shot is captured when the current pose is matched with
one of the results closely. �e details of the �owchart has been
explained in later sections. �e main contributions are as follows:

• A holistic framework to intelligently assist amateur pho-
tographers to compose a be�er portrait using our proposed
deep-learned models and image retrieval system.

• Various improved deep-learned detectors including object
detector, scene parser and pose estimator to extract seman-
tics are integrated.

• Scene construction by composing the semantics and re-
trieving the desired images from the dataset. We match
the scene ingredients with semantic retrievals to optimize
the �nal pose.

• Creating a large dataset containing over 320,000 highly-
rated aesthetically composed portraits, with several cate-
gories and various scenes.
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2 RELATEDWORK
General Visual Aesthetics Assessment: While there are many
books in art to guide people mastering the challenges of taking
professional photographs, the conducted research in technical �elds
mostly focus on the evaluation and manipulation of the images,
a�er the photo is taken. Basic image aesthetics and composition
rules in art [21, 22, 49] as visual semantic features have �rst been
studied computationally by Da�a et al. [10] and Ke et al. [19]. Luo
et al. [31] and Wong and Low [51] a�empt to leverage a saliency
map method to focus on the features of the salient part as the
more appealing part of the image. Marcheso�i et al. [33] show
that generic image descriptors can be very useful to assess image
aesthetics, and build a generic dataset for aesthetics assessment
called as Aesthetic Visual Analysis (AVA) [36].
Image Re-Composition: Auto-composition or re-composition
systems [3, 4] can passively change the taken photo for a be�er
composition. Cropping techniques [43, 47, 48] separate the region
of interest (ROI) by the help of saliency map or eye �xation, basic
aesthetic rules [56], or visual aesthetics features in the salient re-
gion [37, 42, 54]. As another type of re-composition, Liu et al. [30]
use warping, i.e., representing the image as a triangular or quad
mesh, to map the image into another mesh while keeping the se-
mantics and perspectiveness. Also, R2P [6] detects the foreground
part in reference and input image, and tries to re-target the salient
part of the image to the best ��ed position using a graph-based
algorithm. Furthermore, patch re-arrangement techniques patch
two ROIs in an image together. Pure patch rearrangement [2, 9, 38]
detects the group of pixels on the borders of the patch and matches
this group to the other vertical or horizontal group of pixels near
the patched area. Cut and paste methods [4, 56] remove the salient
part, and re-paint the foreground with respect to salient part and
borders, and then paste it to the desired position in the image. Seam
carving [14, 25] replaces useless seams.
Portrait Aesthetics Assessment: While there are a lot of works
in image aesthetics assessment, a few of them consider portrait pho-
tography deeply. Even in this domain, they haven’t tried to explore
a novel method to solve the problem in photographic portraiture,
rather they just combine and use old known features or modi�ed
trivial ones to apply in the facial domain. We can categorize them
into two main groups: rule-based evaluation models [20, 32] exploit
known photography rules to assess portraits, and facial evaluation
models [26–28, 39, 53] use visual facial features like smiling, age,
gender, etc. Khan and Vogel [20] claim and show a small set of right
spatial features can perform be�er than a large set of aesthetics.
Also, their feature importance analysis interestingly shows their
spatial features which are not obeying the rule of thirds, mostly af-
fect the system accuracy. Males et al. [32] explore headshot aesthetic
quality by means of some famous rules, low-level and face-related
features. Xue et al. [53] study the design inferring portrait aesthet-
ics with more appealing facial features like smiling, orientation,
to name but a few. Similarly while exploiting traditional features
like Hue, saturation, brightness, contrast, simplicity, sharpness, and
the rule of thirds, also their novelty is summed up as extracting
saliency map by graph-based visual saliency [15], and calculating
standard deviation and main subject coincidence of the saliency
map. �e other facial evaluation models [26–28] use old known

low-level aesthetics features such as colorfulness, sharpness and
contrast as well as high-level facial features such as gender, age,
and smile. �eir idea is based on exploiting these features for all
segmented parts of the face including hair, face, eyes, and mouth.
Redi et al. [39] interestingly show that the beauty of the portrait is
related to the amount of art used in it not the subject beauty, age,
race, or gender. While using a large dataset from AVA [36], they
exploit a high-dimensional feature vector including aesthetics rules,
biometrics and demographics features, image quality features, and
fuzzy properties. Based on lasso regression output, eyes sharpness
and uniqueness have the highest rank to be a good portrait.
Feedback on Photographic System: An aesthetics assessor sys-
tem may �nd a metric value to evaluate an input image, but the
way it conveys this information to photographer is more crucial,
since the photographer probably has no idea about how to improve
the aesthetics features of the image. �at is why providing mean-
ingful feedback to enhance the future shots and not just aesthetics
assessment is our �nal goal in this work. Giving feedback on a
photographic system �rstly is mentioned by Joshi et al. [18], as
they suggest a real-time �lter to trace and aesthetically rate the
camera shots, and then the photographer retake a be�er shot. On-
site composition and aesthetics feedback system (OSCAR) [24, 55]
helps smartphone users improve the quality of their taken photos
by retrieving similar-aesthetic images as a qualitative composition
feedback. Also it gives color combination feedback for having good
colorfulness in the next taken photo, and outputs the overall aes-
thetics rating of the input photo as well. OSCAR is assumed to
ful�ll future needs of an amateur photographer, but giving such
feedbacks might be unrelated or unrealistic to the user, and also
it is restricted to a pre�y small database in terms of coverage, di-
versity and copyright. Xu et al. [52] suggest to use three-camera
array to enhance the quality of the taken photos by the rule of
thirds. In fact, the smartphone interface using the camera array
information shows some real-time guideline to the user for taking
photo from another position. More recently general aesthetic tech-
niques including perspectiveness [59, 60] and triangle [16] methods
are exploited to retrieve proper images as an on-site guidance to
amateur photographers, but they are restricted to basic ideas in
photography while the pose and scene content are ignored.

3 THE METHOD
In this section, we describe the way that we come up with our pro-
posed framework to assist an amateur photographer intelligently
capture beautiful photos from the scenes around. More speci�cally
our proposed approach focuses on scene semantics and aesthetic
features in portrait images, while in our opinion our ideas can be
extended to genres. �e �ow of proposed framework (Figure 2)
includes indexing, searching, and matching.

3.1 Our Approach
A portrait image not only contains a face but also may contain
human body including head, trunk, arms, hands, and feet. Beauty
of a portrait depends on the foreground positions of the human
parts as well as the constellation of the background objects. �e
goal of portrait composition assistance is to aid a photographer
to capture a be�er portrait given his or her current photography
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location. �e system input is an amateurishly taken photo by
the photographer or an automatically taken photo from camera
view�nder. �e system output is a feedback (e.g. image, animation,
comment, etc.) to guide the photographer to get be�er shots in
next shots. A useful feedback as a side information can be any
professional photo taken in a similar scene having a good pose with
respect to the location. We name such feedback as a photography
idea because master photographers usually have their own ideas
and each taken photo can be categorized as a new idea.

While most of image aesthetics studies are focusing on image
assessment and manipulation of captured photos as mentioned
in Section 2, there is a lack of innovative active helping with an
amateur photographer to take a be�er shot. Also, available photo-
graphic feedback systems [16, 18, 24, 55, 59, 60] have limitations
to �lter unrelated photography categories or cover a broad range
of photography ideas. For instance, a general retrieval system
[18, 24, 55] consists of mixed photography categories including por-
trait, landscape, closeup, to name but a handful. Hence, this leads to
an unrelated output from the input, or a feedback which is limited to
a narrow range topic such as perspective photos [59, 60] or photos
having triangles [16]. �e current available frameworks could not
remedy the thirst of the beginners for ge�ing professional-looking
snapshots. Also, the more challenging part of the problem is that
this treatment is not only a single point but also an ambiguous
region because of the subjectivity in art. Expressly, there is no
unique solution for an unique input, and based on various unseen
tastes and manners of the subject, there may be a range of various
related feedbacks.

Our approach is inspired from strategy of professional photogra-
phy [13, 46, 50] because artists gradually make a subject perfect for
the last shot, while they usually have a “to-do” list and a “not-to-do”
list in their mind. But the di�erence is that we do not have access to
a studio to compose a new environment for our subject, and some
of background objects are static or naturally composed before. For
example, when we are in the woods, the trees and sky are invariant
with respect to our abilities. However, human bodies, animals, or
some objects are posable, dynamic or movable. Furthermore, the
number of photography ideas for any given location is not limited
to any boundary. Even if we assume that the number of photogra-
phy ideas in the world are limited, this number would be very high
(e.g. 10K). To our knowledge, the performance of the deep learning
models to classify an idea among high number of correlated ideas
degrades substantially. Similarly, there is no accurate food category
detector from dish image, because the number of food categories
is high (e.g. 65K) and the recipe retrieval is done a�er ingredients
detection [8].

Our method includes decomposition and then composition of
semantic objects, and matching the proper pose. Like a chess puzzle,
we should understand the constellation of the scene, and then move
toward the best position. Similarly, we decompose the input shot
from the amateur photographer or camera view�nder into as many
as observable objects. Indeed, we extract high level semantics of the
scene in the shot, and then realize these semantics as a whole with
available photography ideas in the dataset. Up to this step called as
semantic retrieval, we �nd the proper photography idea based on
the current scene ingredients. In the next step of our methodology
known as matching, we follow the subject via view�nder to match

his/her pose with the available ideas, and automatically shot the
scene similar to “smile shot” mode in smart cameras.

3.2 �e Dataset
�e most valuable resource of this work is the collected dataset,
because it contains a large number of the innovative photography
ideas from around the world. To get this done, we tried many
photo-sharing websites for photography purposes including Flickr,
Photo.net, DPChallenge, Instagram, Google Photos, Pinterest, and
Unsplash. However, none of them could properly cover several
categories of portrait photography comprising full body, upper
body, facial, group, couple or any two, side-view, hand-only, leg-
only, to mention but a few. �e process of searching, collecting,
and updating the dataset is very time-consuming and taxing, hence,
automating this process is quite helpful.

Our dataset is constructed by crawling the 500px website which
contains photos from millions of creative photographers around
the world expanding their social networks of colleagues while
exploiting technical and aesthetic skills to make money. To get the
JSON �le list of the images sorted by rating, we wrote a distributed
multi-IP, block-free Python script mostly using keywords including
portrait, pose, human, person, woman, man, studio, model, fashion,
male, female, and so on. We end up with over 320,000 images
dataset where the number of images is still growing.

Figure 3: �e distribution of the high-repetitive semantics
in our dataset.

Finally, we construct a large dataset for photography ideas spe-
cially for the above portrait categories (full body, upper body, facial,
group, couple or any two, sideview, hand-only, and leg-only) from
highly-rated images taken by professional photographers. If we
consider the semantics with area greater than the 1% of the image
area, we could calculate the probability of the highly-repeated se-
mantics in our dataset (i.e. the frequency of the semantic divided
by the total number of images). �ese probabilities are shown in
Figure 3, while we have removed “person” (probability=0.9) and
“wall” (probability=0.78) from the �gure, because they are domi-
nant semantics in most of the images. De�nitely having diverse
semantics with high frequency in our dataset makes the proposed
recommendations with respect to the query shot more helpful. Af-
ter collecting the dataset and �ltering the portraits, we describe
the way to retrieve the corresponding results for the query image
taken by the camera view�nder in the following sections.
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3.3 Decomposition: Semantics Extraction
Extracting the detected objects in the scene as semantics of the
scene is our goal in this section. �en, we construct available
scenes in our dataset from the detected semantics and match these
semantics with a sub-collection of retrieved photos in our dataset.
To achieve this goal, we explain our decomposition strategy which
takes the query image from the user and gives a sorted weight list
of detected semantics.

While deep learning based models can help computer vision
researchers map from nearly unbounded random data domain to
a nice classi�ed range, there are still many restrictions to exploit
them for applied problems. As mentioned in Section 3, there is no
limit for artists to create any innovation in art domains such as
portrait photography. Hence, it is very di�cult if not impossible
for available deep learning architectures to learn all of these corre-
lated ideas and do the classi�cation based on the input query with
high accuracy. While the number of ideas increases, mean average
precision (MAP) falls abruptly with the rate of O

( 1
n
)
. Also manual

idea labeling of a huge dataset is costly in terms of time or money.
To tackle the problem of classifying to a large number of ideas,

we detect as many objects as possible in the scene instead of pho-
tography ideas. In fact, we believe the scene captured in view�nder
consists of various static and dynamic objects. State-of-the-art
deep-learned detectors (YOLO [40], PSPNet [57] and RTMPPE [5])
are customized for our purpose. YOLO [40] neural network trained
on MSCOCO dataset [29] partitions the query photo into several
bounding boxes predicting their probabilities. Pyramid scene pars-
ing network (PSPNet) [57] as the winner of scene parsing challenge
on ADE20K dataset [58] uses global context information through
a pyramid pooling module. PSPNet predicts the scene objects in
pixel-level. Real-time multi-person 2D pose estimation (RTMPPE)
predicts vector �elds to represent the associative locations of the
anatomical parts via two sequential prediction process exposing
the part con�dence maps and the vector �elds on MSCOCO [29]
and MPII [1] datasets. To improve the accuracy, we have re-trained
YOLO, PSPNet, and RTMPPE models on extended MSCOCO and
ADE20K datasets by adding some of failed cases from our 500px
dataset as an augmented training dataset. �e illustration of some
sample results are in Figure 4, where YOLO object names are shown
in a red rectangle with a probability, RTMPPE pose is shown as
a colorful connection of skeleton joints, and PSPNet scenes are
colorized pixel-wisely based on the pixel codename.

We unify the outputs of the detectors in terms of pixel-level
tensors, i.e., our modi�ed YOLO outputs MSCOCO object IDs among
80 categories (from 1 to 80) and their scores as the minus logarithm
of their NOT probability (− log (1 − p)) for each pixel of the image
is representing as a tensor. Also our version of PSPNet outputs
ADE20K object IDs among 150 categories (from 1 to 150) and the
score for each pixel of the image is represented as a tensor. Similarly,
our version of RTMPPE gives 18 anatomical part IDs with their
scores as a tensor. So, for any image (Im×n ) we have:

T I,od
m×n×2 =

[
t I,odi, j,k

]
, t I,odi, j,1 = C

I,id
i, j , t

I,od
i, j,2 = − log2 (1 − p

I,od
i, j ) ,

T
I,sp
m×n×2 =

[
t
I,sp
i, j,k

]
, t

I,sp
i, j,1 = AI,idi, j , t

I,sp
i, j,2 = − log2 (1 − p

I,sp
i, j ) ,

T
I,pe
m×n×2 =

[
t
I,pe
i, j,k

]
, t

I,pe
i, j,1 = J

I,id
i, j , t

I,pe
i, j,2 = − log2 (1 − p

I,pe
i, j ) ,

Figure 4: Sample results of our dataset where respectively
from le� to right are: original thumbnail, YOLO, RTMPPE,
and PSPNet illustrations.

where I is an input image,m is the number of rows, n is the number
of columns in the image, T I,od is corresponding tensor of object
detector (e.g. YOLO), C I,id

i, j ∈ {1..80} is MSCOCO ID of the pixel
at (i, j), pI,odi, j is the MSCOCO ID probability of the pixel at (i, j);
T I,sp is tensor of scene parser (e.g. PSPNet), AI,idi, j ∈ {1..150} is
ADE20K ID of the pixel at (i, j), pI,spi, j is the ADE20K ID probability
of the pixel at (i, j);T I,pe is tensor of pose estimator (e.g. RTMPPE),
J I,idi, j ∈ {1..18} is the joint ID of the pixel at (i, j), and p

I,pe
i, j is the

joint ID probability of the pixel at (i, j).
To auto-tag or auto-label the image, we integrate these uni�ed

results in terms of the objects, their coordinates, and their scores (or
probabilities). �e number of the detectable objects is 210 objects
by merging MSCOCO (80 categories) and ADE20K (150 categories)
objects and deduplicating 20 objects. Also we have 18 joints from
RTMPPE including nose, neck, right shoulder, right elbow, right
wrist, le� shoulder, le� elbow, le� wrist, right hip, right knee, right
ankle, le� hip, le� knee, le� ankle, le� eye, right eye, le� ear, and
right ear. YOLO detection for full-body small persons in the image
is poor, but it can detect big limbs of the body as a person well.
RTMPPE detection for occluded bodies is poor but the detection for
full-body persons is acceptable. Also PSPNet detection for objects,
not persons, is relatively good compared to others.

First, we detect any person in the image. Our detector’s integra-
tion scheme has LOW and HIGH thresholds for each detector. �ese
thresholds are trained by a random set of highly-rated ground-truth
portraits. If the average score of the pixel with person/limb ID in
the image is higher than its HIGH threshold, there is a person in the
image, otherwise if the average score of the pixels with person/limb
ID in the image is lower than the corresponding LOW threshold, the
image will be ignored from indexing or searching process, and we
wait for another image for indexing or another shot for searching.
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Figure 5: �e 3D histogram of the portrait images binned by
the object detector and pose estimator scores.

We called this detector’s integration scheme as Hysteresis detection.
Actually it is assured that the con�dence ratio of the person in the
image with his/her limbs is in a good condition using Hysteresis
detection. Using this �ltering on our dataset, about 90% (280K+) of
the images are passed. �e 3D histogram of our portrait dataset in
Figure 5 illustrates the frequency of the images smart-binned by
the normalized object detector and pose estimator scores. In fact,
it shows the e�ectiveness of integrating the detectors to capture
the usefulness of the dataset images more precisely, because we are
unifying the detection results for more broad range of ideas not
intersecting them to have more con�dent narrow range of ideas.

Second, we estimate the types of the portrait in the image respec-
tively as two (couple or any two persons), group (more than two
persons), full-body, upper-body, facial, sideview, faceless, headless,
hand-only, and leg-only. �e number of persons is estimated by
the max number of person IDs higher than their corresponding
HIGH thresholds via YOLO and RTMPPE models. Otherwise, if
the image has a nose, two eyes, a hand and a leg OR a nose, an
eye, two hands and two legs, it will be categorized as full body.
Such combinations are learned a�er trying some random images
as ground truth, because RTMPPE model is not perfect and also in
some cases, the limbs are occluded by the others. A�er examining
full-body, if the image has a nose and two eyes and one hand will be
divided as upper-body. A�er category indexing of our dataset, the
distribution of the portrait categories with respect to the number of
corresponding images in each category by total number of images
from previous step is shown in Figure 6. Consequently, the number
of images for some categories like full-body, upper-body, facial,
group, two, and sideview are adequate.

Figure 6: �e distribution of the portrait categories with re-
spect to the number of corresponding images.

�ird, we go for the other semantics. Some of them are coming
from YOLO model (80 categories) and the others are coming from
PSPNet (150 categories). At most there are 210 semantics (including
person). To rank the order of the semantics, we exploit the max
score ID multiply by the saliency map (S) features [17] with our
centric distance (D) feature to get our weighted saliency map (W).

W (i, j) = max
(
T I,od
∗,∗,2 ,T

I,sp
∗,∗,2

)
× S(i, j) × D(i, j) , (1)

D(i, j) = 1/K × e−‖[i, j]−c ‖k , (2)

c =

∑
i, j S(i, j).[i, j]∑

i, j S(i, j)
, (3)

whereW (i, j) is our weighted saliency ID map,max operation is on
the 2nd matrix (score matrix) of the tensors, S(i, j) is the saliency
map in [17], and D(i, j) is our centric distance feature, K is a tunable
constant, c is the center of mass coordinate, and ‖.‖k is the k-th
norm operator where k = 1 in our experiments. Based on various
sorted semantics called as portrait scenes, we have indexed our
portrait-categorized dataset from the previous step, and Figure 7
depicts the number of portrait scenes for some of highly-frequent
portrait categories.

Figure 7: �e frequency of the portrait scenes with respect
to the highly-requested portrait categories.

Our weighted saliency map can make the detected objects in
order, as we can sort the summation of the scores from the semantics
and sort them based on their accumulated weights. �e output of
this step is an ordered list of detected semantics in the query image.
In the next step, we will �nd the closest image to this auto-tagged
ordered object list of the query image.

3.4 Composition: Scene Construction
�e goal of composition step is to build up a new scene consisting of
the desired objects in it. �e input of this stage is the ordered weight
list of the semantics as well as the image query. �e output of this
stage will be a bunch of well-posed images corresponding to the
query image. As we focus on portrait images, we desire the targeted
image contains a well-posed portrait with similar semantics. �at
the person is interacting with the objects around is important,
because the proposed pose by the system is dependent on them.

As we have collected a dataset containing pre�y well-posed
portrait, we should dig into the dataset and look for an image with
similar object constellation, and the existence of this professional
dataset makes us pre�y sure that the retrieved photos contain good
aesthetic photography ideas. Our image retrieval system is not
supposed to �nd images with similar colors, pa�erns, or poses but
it tries to �nd images with be�er poses with similar semantics. So
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Algorithm 1 Semantic Retrieval
1: procedure SemanticRetrieval (Q ∈ ViewFinder )
2: T

Q,od
m×n×2 ← Object Detect(Q)

3: T
Q,sp
m×n×2 ← Scene Parse(Q)

4: T
Q,pe
m×n×2 ← Pose Estimate(Q)

5: T
Q,pe
m×n×2 ← Common Features Extract(Q)

6: cQ ←
∑
i, j ‖[i, j]−[0,0] ‖k×S (i, j)∑

i, j ‖[i, j]−[0,0] ‖k
7: DQ (i, j) ← 1/K × e−‖[i, j]−cQ ‖k
8: WQ (i, j) ← max

(
T I,od
∗,∗,2 ,T

I,sp
∗,∗,2

)
× SQ (i, j) × DQ (i, j)

9: VQ,pref ← MPCM .W
Q

10: Retrieved Indexes ← Index Sort(VQ,pref )
11: Show Top4(Retrieved Indexes)
12: end procedure

the location of the movable objects doesn’t ma�er, but the detected
objects are important.

To look for a semantically composed version regarding to the
query, we exploit the ordered weight list of the detected objects
in Eq. 1 as well as the other common feature vectors [44] of the
query image, since we do not trust that the query image taken
by an amateur photographer to be well-posed enough to be the
query base for our image retrieval system. In fact, we just want to
understand the location around the subject, and then based on the
scene ingredients, a well-posed image taken by a professional will
be proposed to the photographer.

Based on the ordered weight list of the detected objects in the
image, we can do the same operations on all of our images in
the dataset, and then retrieve the highest ranked candidates as the
results. �e operations are the same as mentioned in decomposition
section including features from YOLO, PSPNet, and RTMPPE to
detect the possible persons, their joints, and other objects with
their scores. Also we should compute our weighted saliency map to
rank the detected objects. �e ordered weight list of the semantics
with other common features of our portrait dataset, known as
portrait composition model (PCM) in Figure 1, is represented as a
huge “number of images by number of features” matrix (MPCM ),
and similarly the ordered weight list and other common features
of the image query is represented as a long feature vector (W I ).
�e distance of theW I from each row of MPCM is de�ned as inner
vector product. Consequently, we have:

V pref = MPCM .W
I , (4)

whereV pref is our preference vector, and if we sort it based on the
vector values, the index of the rows represent the highest ranked
candidates as our feedbacks to the image query (I ). �e whole
process of semantic retrieval for an input image query (Q) has been
shown in Algorithm 1. Our experimental results in later section
shows the quality of the results.
Notes on Indexing and Searching: Our semantic retrieval sys-
tem is equivalent to the �ows of indexing and searching in Figure 2.
Practically, there are many challenges in image retrieval systems
[11, 23, 45] as well as in our case. To improve the speed of our
image retrieval system, we compute the decomposition step for

all images in our dataset. Indexing procedure is very lengthy for
the �rst time, but at the time of update is fast enough because the
semantic and feature extraction for an image is real-time using
GPU. Furthermore, indexing procedure for our retrieval system
organizes the dataset images into categorized folders labeled by the
sorted semantic list. Consequently, the composition step is also fast,
as it just extracts the query image ordered semantic list, and then
will �nd the target folder containing similar images, and �nally
will retrieve �rst �ve best results from the folder with respect to
the top-4 indexes in sorted preference vector (Eq. 4) explained in
Algorithm 1. As we just include semantics with normalized score
higher than 10 percentages of the total semantics score, the number
of ordered semantics are limited (typically less than 5 names). Also
naturally all semantic combinations are not possible, so basically
the number of scene semantics are limited.

3.5 Matching
Professional photographer starts to pose the subject from head to
toe step by step, while there are many to-do list and not-to-do list
for portrait photography in his/her mind. We want to create the
same environment in a smart camera to accompany an amateur
photographer gradually to his/her perfect shot. From semantic
retrieval section, we retrieve the proper photography ideas given
the query image of the camera view�nder, and we assume that the
photographer has chosen some of the retrieved images as a desired
set, and forgets the others as an ignored set. Now in this section,
we explain how to capture the proper pose of the subject in the
scene, and trigger the “pose shot” for the camera.

�e variant component in our framework is the human pose.
�e relative positions of the human body parts (including nose,
eyes, ears, neck, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, and ankles)
with respect to the nose position as portrait origin are consisting
our pose model. Preferably, we would like to start from the position
of the nose (J0 = (0, 0)) that is connected to neck (J1), right eye
(J2), and le� eye (J3) are connected to right ear (J4), le� ear (J5)
as they are on a plane of the head. Also, shoulders (J6 and J7) can
be recognized by a length and an angle from neck, and similarly
elbows (J8 and J9) from shoulders, wrists (J10 and J11) from elbows,
hips (J12 and J13) from neck, knees (J14 and J15) from hips, and
ankles (J16 and J17) from knees, i.e. they are connected as follows:

Pre (Ji ) = J0 , i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} , (5)
Pre (Ji ) = J1 , i ∈ {6, 7, 12, 13} , (6)
Pre (Ji ) = Ji−2 , i ∈ {4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17} . (7)

So, we can always calculate the absolute position using 2D polar
coordinates as follows:

Ji = Jj + ri, j .e
iθi, j , i ∈ {0..17} , (8)

where j = Pre(i) i.e. part j is the previous part connected to part
i , ri, j is the length from joint Ji to joint Jj , θi, j is the angle be-
tween the line from joint Ji to joint Jj and the line from joint Jj
to joint Pre(Jj ), and the line crossing J0 is the image horizon. i
is the unit imaginary number. Note that for a 2D human body
ri, j ;∀i, j are �xed, but θi, j ;∀i, j can be changed to some �xed not
arbitrary extents. Also having 3D pose-annotated/estimated single
depth images, similarly we can calculate the relative 3D position
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of the joints using spherical coordinates. So, we have such action
boundaries for joints as follows:

θmin
i, j ≤ θi, j ≤ θ

max
i, j , j = Pre(i) , (9)

ϕmin
i, j ≤ ϕi, j ≤ ϕ

max
i, j , j = Pre(i) . (10)

As a result, a human body pose (J) is represented by:

Jk =
(
Jk1 , J

k
2 , ..., J

k
17

)
, (11)

where Jk is the pose for k-th person (or k-th image with one person),
and ∀i ∈ {1..17} : Jki is the i-th coordinate of the k-th person. Also
we need a distance metric to calculate the di�erence between two
pose features. So we de�ne the distance metric as follows:

D
(
Jk, Jl

)
�

17∑
i=1
‖ Jki − J

l
i ‖q , (12)

where D (.) is the distance operator, where Jk is the pose feature
for k-th person (or k-th image with one person), ∀i ∈ {1..17} : Jki
is the i-th coordinate of the k-th person, and ‖.‖q (usually L1-norm
or L2-norm) is the Lq − norm function of two equal-length tuples.

Now, the camera view�nder may take and hold several pho-
tos gradually from the scene, and �nally choose the best among
them to save on the camera disk. Actually our matching algorithm
searches among the taken photos to get the nearest pose to one of
the collected ideas. It is an integer programming problem to �nd
the best seed among all of photography ideas. Given the distance
operator of two pose features explored in 12, we can construct
our optimization problem as the maximum over all taken photos
of the di�erence of the minimum distance of the ignored set and
minimum distance of the desired set. Mathematically, we compute
the following optimization problem subject to 9 and 10:

Iw = arg max∀Ii ∈I t

(
min

∀Qд
j ∈Qд

D
(
JQg

j , JIi
)
− min

∀Qd
k ∈Qd

D
(
JQd

k , JIi
))
,

where Iw is the wish image, I t is the set of taken photos, Qд is the
set of ignored retrieved ideas,Qd is the set of desired retrieved ideas,
D (.) is the distance operator in 12, Jx is the pose for x-th image with
one person in 11. �e optimization problem in continuous mode
(not over taken images set) may have (a) solution(s) in feasible
region, and in L1-norm case, it is equivalent to multiple linear
programming problems but the complexity of the problem will be
exponential, and also the solution is not always a desired pose.

3.6 User Study
Currently, there is no other similar or comparable system in the
literature to compare with our proposed framework. To evaluate
the functionality and the performance of our method, and measure
how much the recommended photos make sense and is helpful
to the photographer, we conduct a quantitative user study based
on the human subject results to compare our method with state-
of-the-art semantic and scene type retrievals based on CNN [44]
and KNN-SVM [35]. We select a variety of image queries based
on many types of portrait categories such as background scene
and semantics, single versus group, full-body, upper-body, facial,
standing versus si�ing, male versus female. All 4096 generic de-
scriptors via public CNN model [7] trained on ImageNet [12] are

Figure 8: �e results of CNN (1st row), KNN-SVM (2nd row),
and our method (3rd row) for a sample shot at the le� side.

extracted for our huge dataset images as well as the features of
KNN-SVM-based method [35]. Using a PHP-based website with a
usage guidance, the hypothesis tests are asked, and the outputs of
the methods are randomly shown in each row to fairly be chosen
by more than thirty participants among graduate students. Finally,
our framework received 65.3% of the 1st ranks among the tests com-
pared to 27.1% CNN as 2nd rank and 7.6% KNN-SVM as 3rd rank.
Figure 8 illustrates the results of all methods (CNN: 1st, KNN-SVM:
2nd, ours: 3rd row) with respect to a similar shot at the le� side.
As it is realized from Figure 8 and our study, the other methods
cannot capture portrait categories, scene structure, and correspond-
ing poses of the query shot very well, because the badly-posed
full-body query shot is suggested as upper-body, facial, and back
poses by other category-agnostic methods. As we hierarchically
index our dataset by portrait images, portrait categories, and then
semantic categories, our semantic-aware framework accessing to
our indexed dataset can retrieve related photography ideas.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Not only do we collect a huge dataset for portrait photography we
also introduce a new framework for portrait composition assistance
which aids amateur photographer to capture a be�er shot from
his/her human subject. As the number of photography ideas are
increasingly high, directly retrieving and matching the view�nder
photo with an image in our dataset is complicated. Furthermore, the
retrieving system not only �nds similar images but also searches for
images with similar semantics through decomposition and composi-
tion stages. A�er turning in the feedbacks for the photographer, the
camera tries to match the �nal pose with one of the retrieved feed-
backs, and make a pose-shot. �e performance of our framework
has been evaluated by a user study. Another merit of this work is
the integration of the deep-based detectors which can make the
whole process automatic not manual. Furthermore, this work can
be extended to other photography domains using other appropriate
detectors.
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